What We Have Done Last Week

We are on the last weeks of a very exhaustive semester. These are the last weeks. We have too many finals and also projects. Because of these works we haven’t paid enough attention to our project this week. We had 2 meetings, in our meetings we talked about what can be done.

What We Will Do Next Week?

In 2 weeks we have really important works. Firstly we will prepare our final design report. We have to work so hard for this report. Secondly we have demo. We have made a working prototype so far. We want to improve that one. We will add the relations of these tags. We will use lucene for tag relations and simple sentence division.

What I Have Done Last Week

Arif UGUREL

I have started reading lucene tutorials. Mr Fidan sent me some links related to lucene. I have started looking that links. We will use the solr project. I started reading tutorials and looking examples on that sites. In 2 weeks before prototype demo we are planning to add solr to our project. As i said always there is a lot of work to do.

Ruslan ABDULLA

I read an information about ajax libraries that will help in chat page for refreshing and showing data. Besides in aspect of asked questions in presentation I tried to solve problem while searching for related or similar tag among tags of experts.

Bugra HASBEK

This week i started working on solr. We will use it on demos so i read tutorials and examples about solr